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1. Brief content of the academic discipline: mastering by students the following knowledge: about the 

nature of corruption and the degree of its public danger; on the system of measures to combat corruption, on the 

signs and elements of corruption crimes, taking into account the provisions of the theory of criminal law in 

pursuance of the order of the President of the Republic of Belarus 

2. Learning outcomes: the learner must 

know: the main provisions in the field of combating corruption in the Republic of Belarus; principles of 

combating corruption, a system of measures to prevent and combat it in the Republic of Belarus; the concept and 

signs of corruption offenses under the legislation of the Republic of Belarus; elements of corruption crimes provided 

for by the criminal legislation of the Republic of Belarus.  

be able to: use the acquired knowledge in law enforcement; effectively use the normative, scientific, 

methodological and special literature in this area, navigate the legal foundations of the state anti-corruption policy 

aimed at protecting the rights and freedoms of citizens, public interests from threats arising from manifestations of 

corruption; 

possess: methods of legal and moral assessment of acts of corruption, damaging public relations, rules and 

forms of business and commercial correspondence; effectively use the normative, scientific, methodological and 

special literature in this field 

 

3. Competences being formed:  

For the specialty 53 01 02 «Automated information processing systems» – be able to apply basic 

scientific and theoretical knowledge to solve theoretical and practical problems (AC-1) 

For the specialty 70 03 01 «Car roads» – be able to apply basic scientific and theoretical knowledge to 

solve theoretical and practical problems (AC-1) 

 

4. Requirements and forms of current and intermediate certification 

The module-rating system is used. Intermediate certification: defense of individual tasks. Current 

certification: Pass/fail. 


